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Statement 

HON ROBIN CHAPPLE (Mining and Pastoral) [5.14 pm]: I rise this evening to honour Bessie Rischbieth, 
a pioneer of the conservation movement and the conservation award that has been established under her name. It 
is annually awarded to those who have demonstrated an outstanding commitment to the Western Australian 
environment. This year, the Bessie Rischbieth Conservation Award was granted to two people who have had the 
courage to challenge government and non-government decision-makers, aunties Elizabeth and 
Shirley Wonyabong. Elizabeth and Shirley have long resisted uranium mining for 46 years at Yeelirrie. Both 
Lizzy and Shirley have been active carers and protectors of their traditional lands and have been leaders in their 
community. For the past six years they have been leading people through country, on what is referred to as the 
Walkatjurra Walkabout, to stop the uranium mine at Yeelirrie. The Walkatjurra Walkabout is an act of 
sovereignty to occupy their country and recognise their Indigenous roots, which is not always easy for 
Indigenous people. The Dreamtime story of Yeelirrie is about two girls, and those two girls are Lizzy and 
Shirley; they are the keepers of the Yeelirrie Dreaming story. For their entire lives they have lived on country 
and have been actively involved in stopping the mine at Jones Creek and at Yeelirrie. As elders and keepers of 
their land they have been resisting the pressure from the world’s biggest mining companies such as 
BHP Billiton, Cameco and Western Mining Cooperation. They have been integral to the failed 
Environmental Protection Authority approval of the mine. The pressure on Indigenous people to agree to mining 
is enormous and these ladies have been standing up against pressures from even within their own community. 
Their lives have been about protecting their country and their environment and about giving others in their 
community the strength and support to inspire and stand up. These aunties have shown steadfast commitment to 
keeping their country safe for future generations and the Conservation Council of Western Australia and 
Greens (WA) would like to acknowledge their tireless and brave efforts and to support them against 
insurmountable odds. Today we celebrate two terms of a pro-nuclear government without a single uranium mine. 
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